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This is not a book of casual curses, but a book of peace and justice. Angels are powerful beings

that can be called to work great and wrathful wonders. If your sincere intent is to cause harm,

confusion or disruption, the angels will comply.This book has not been written for those who seek

spiritual enlightenment (although that may well arise from your work), but for those who seek

results. Should you have any fear that this work is evil or an abuse of angelic contact, then read no

further. This book is for those who have sensed the might of angels and wish to turn their power to

deeds that many would believe to be dark.Far from being the delightful creatures of peace found in

New Age artwork, angels are spiritual beings of immense strength, and this strength can manifest

as wrath. Whether you are new to magick or quite experienced, this book will introduce you to a

lesser-known group of angels. When called in various combinations, these angels have the power

to cause devastation to your enemies. Such workings are as powerful as a curse, and often more

targeted and cunning.There are twenty-nine powers to be revealed.The angels can bind, destroy

defenses, remove wealth and destroy a business, while rendering your victim too weak to respond

and unable to see what you are doing.You will have the power to silence and confuse, bringing

illness and insomnia to those who trouble your life.For more severe enemies, you can bring the

wrath of judgment upon them, and remove their ability to find spiritual sanctuary.You can produce

hatred between those you name, while causing anxiety, dark moods and memory loss, with

confusion of the heart and mind.There is a ritual to prevent your enemies from working magick.This

angelic magick will only work if you are sincere in your intentions. It cannot be used to instigate

casual cruelty. This is not a book of evil to delight the wicked, but a book of harmony. If you have

been wronged, this book gives you the power to restore your personal peace.
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I'm not going to delve into the moral and ethical issues surrounding these rituals, because as far as

I'm concerned that is a very personal, subjective matter. What I will say is that I've already used one

of the more benign rituals in this book and the results were achieved the next day, taking a huge

weight off my heart. The magick in this book works. Period. Some people will no doubt have

concerns about asking angels to cause harm, etc, and I respect that, but again, what I want most to

convey with this review is that the magick is effective. Yes, there are rituals contained therein for

harming one's enemy, but there are also several rituals that cause a person to stop and rethink their

malicious behavior and actually see the error of their ways and actually make changes. This is

wonderful magick.

So there was a guy I needed to vacate the position he just took up. I'm fairly high up, and he was

going to be my boss. But he was clueless, and other colleagues of mine also despaired his

ascension.I didn't want to curse him; he has kids. I didn't want to see him with financial problems,

same reason.The answer? The angel of the first heaven, power 5. Force Exile. Just for him to leave

the position, not the business (he's good at his old job, he just wouldn't have fit the new position).I

practiced The Silence. I practiced the scan. I wrote out my command. I practiced the names. I wrote

out the ritual as described. I performed it, as asked. Afterward, when I randomly thought about the

situation, I reminded myself of my feelings of gratitude and satisfaction.TWO DAYS LATER he

resigned to return to his old post.Proof positive to me! This works.

I have been working with the Magickal arts for a little over 10 years ( in theory and practice), and I

will say that this work would make an excellent addition to any true pure hearted occultist's library.

These ceremonies are quite literally the ideal alternative for seeking to bring physical punishment on

an offender of the practitioner. Spiritual warfare is indeed real, and these rites are the superb

selection when dealing with vampires, sorcerers, witches, wizards, and any type of people who live



off of trying to usurp someone's God given life force!! You will quite literally have your own Angelical

Security/ Law Enforcement ready to go to action at your command!! As you create your reality, you

will need to defend it from wicked individuals who try to put their name on what you are actually

manifesting with YOUR NERVE FORCE. Why wouldn't you buy this book??

Another well written book from the GOM.

This is in my opinion, is the BEST GOM book that was published in terms of speed and power. The

content is priceless. It saved my life.

Read this book today and went ahead and did some of the chant/spells/Magick. I am generally a

live and let live sort of person who enjoys doing good stuff for others, etc. but I directed some

energy to punish others who would try to harm me, especially in insidious behind-the-back ways that

are hard to address in more mundane ways. I also prayed to God and angels to direct the wisdom

only toward those who would maliciously keep me down and not hurt anyone in a situation where

they are a good person but there may have been a misunderstanding.

It's hard to decide which is the best book by Gordon Winterfield because all 3 books are well written,

concise, and effective. He is also so articulate and you could almost feel his patience in explaining it

step by step. This is one of the books that will convince you that dark magick is not a bad thing but

rather, gives you peace and justice against those who have caused you pain, anguish, misery,

failure. Thank you for sharing this knowledge, Mr. Winterfield

The book is well written and not, as Gordon Winterfield stated, for casual cursings. I think it's great

the author is making it very clear this is not a book for the curse happy, but valuable when needed. I

have reached an age in life I would rather send out love, kindness and good vibes to all, but if one

has malignant narcissists in their family you will relate to the need to self protect and protect

others.These type of people feel no empathy and delight in destroy other's lives, without any

boundaries, or hesitation. Their attacks are vicious and most often unprovoked. I feel no remorse

trying the requests to bind and make the narcisssists feel remorse. I am not trying to destroy their

lives, as they have done toothers, just trying to stop their destruction. This has been going on for 25

years, so enough! In this case it may be a long time before I hear if it's worked, or not. I am going to

hope and exercise faith, as many of the GOM rituals have worked for me.
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